Weapon cabinets
Security display cases

It is our aim to produce exclusive display cases for weapons in wood or glass design which allow our
customers, to retain their collectibles and weapons for hunting in a representative way also after the
conclusion of the new weapon laws
In our opinion it is a pity to store a noble hunting weapon or beautiful collectible in a metal cupboard
or in a special room for weapons in the cellar.
Due to special composite design, which combines besides various kinds of natural wood and stainless
steel in different styles also an especially for UNISECUR produced security glass, we are able to guarantee the security grades that are legally prescribed for storing firearms.
UNISECUR display cases for weapons of each kind correspond to the guidelines of the weapon law in
diferent countries.
Each display case will be supplied including VDS-quality mark and accredited certificate.
EN 1143 – 1 resistance level 0
We produce our display cases for weapons in workmanship tradition as single copies. Each cabinet is
unique in grain and growth of the wood that is used.
Made in Germany
UNISECUR is prepared to fulfil special customer wishes regarding style and design.
A UNISECUR display case is a noble piece of furniture
that shows elegancy due to its special solid construction of natural wood and particular design.
Our customers can enjoy a view at their weapons or
collectibles as they are in a beautifully designed display
case representatively stored.

UNISECUR display cases are noble pieces of furniture that emphasize valuable collectibles or firearms.
Buying a UNISECUR display case is a purchase for generations.

Design of all models
Massive wood frame, reinforced with laminar clotted stainless steel
Special security glass, UNISECUR security lock system
Surface is solid in the chosen kind of wood
Front doors and side frames vitreous, alternatively filling of side frames with wood
Interior equipment with drawers for munitions and accessories
Interior lightning with halogen lamp system

Basically nearly every kind of wood with different surface
treatment is available

To fulfil the legal requirements of the verifying and certification procedure UNISECUR weapon lockers are especially produced.
The lockers are provided with a massive, wooden frame that is supplemented with stainless steel parts against damage and destruction. Fillings and back board are also protected against break-in in combining
wood and stainless steel.
The glass is an especially for UNISECUR designed
safety glass.
Special closing and locking systems for break-in protection are used.

Some impressions of the verifying and certification procedure

Production of a UNISECUR weapon cabinet
Basis is a bearing frame made of massive wood that is reinfoced at security relevant spots with accurately measured pieces of stainless steal
which are cut by laser.
The back board, the basement and the cover consists of
massive wood provided with laminated and clotted stainless steel that
also protects against destruction.

Due to the complex composite design we are prepared to guarantee that
the security equipment is invisible at the finished display case. Our aim is
to produce a noble furniture that integrates harmonically in your living
The doors are also made of massive wood. Basis of achieving the necessary resistance level are also
glued plates of stainless steel. A special fixing mechanics is disposed to
incorporate the glass that is especially designed security glass for
UNISECUR.
You will surely understand that we are not in a position to present details of the closing and locking system that prevents the doors from
opening by violence.

See the genesis of a noble piece of furniture that integrates harmonically in various living quarters.
A piece of furniture with intrinsic values!

Already at the subassembly of the corpus (see picture
after a first varnishing) the final design is visible.
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